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Ordinary t-timed modular Petri Nets are used for modeling, analysis, synthesis and performance evaluation of random topology dedicated production systems. Each system is first
decomposed into production line, assembly, disassembly and parallel machine modules followed
by derivation of their modular Petri Net models. Two sets of modules, generic and generalized
respectively, are derived corresponding to the simplest and most general cases. Overall system
Petri Net model is obtained via synthesis of the individual modules satisfying system features
(production rates, buffer capacities, machine expected up, down or idle times). Detailed
mathematical expressions are derived for modules P-invariants (and T-invariants when exist);
they are further generalized for a random topology and complexity dedicated production
system. Total number of the individual Petri Net module nodes as well as of the combined
system Petri Net model is also calculated. Results show the applicability of the proposed
methodology and justify its modeling power and generality.
Keywords: Dedicated production systems, production line, assembly, disassembly, parallel
machines, modular Petri Nets, P-invariants, nodes complexity
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Work-in-process
Discrete event dynamic systems
Material Requirements Planning
Set of places
Set of transitions
Set of input arcs (to transitions)
Set of output arcs (to transitions)
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Set of vertices
Set of non-negative integers
Arc weight from node i to node j
Initial marking
Marking i
Final marking
Number of tokens in place pi in marking j
Number of tokens in place pi with initial marking m0
Reachability set of marking mi, marking m0
Overall number of places in a Petri Net
Overall number of transitions in a Petri Net
Incidence matrix
Rank of matrix A
Tokens added, removed, in place j by firing transition i
Transition firing sequence
Number of machines in generalized transfer chain module i(0<i<n1)
Number of input buffers in generalized assembly module i(0<i<n2)
Number of output buffers in generalized disassembly module i(0<i<n3)
Number of parallel machines in generalized parallel machines module i(0<i<n4)
Buffer i, upstream buffer, downstream buffer, respectively
Level of upstream, downstream buffer, respectively
Upper limit of token number found concurrently in any place of module i, where i is
TC for transfer chain module, A for assembly module, D for disassembly module and
P for parallel machines
Machine j
Capacity of buffer i
Number of transfer chain modules in the overall system
Number of assembly modules in the overall system
Number of disassembly modules in the overall system
Number of parallel machine modules in the overall system
External input places
Final buffers of the net (output places of the net)
Fused place created from the fusion of places pi and pj
Number of parts preserved in P-invariant i
(np x 1) non-negative integer vector
(nt x 1) non-negative integer vector
Processing rate
State of machine Mi
Number of machines of a production system
Number of P-invariants of the total system referring to mutually exclusive states of
the machines

1. Introduction
In this paper, a concrete step-by-step methodology
is presented using t-timed ordinary modular PNs for
modeling, analysis, synthesis, performance evaluation and simulation of random topology dedicated production systems, viewed as surplus based
systems, composed of a network of workstations
and buffers, where machines fail and are repaired

randomly. Petri Nets (PNs) and their extensions
being both a mathematical and graphical tool are
widely used for modeling discrete event dynamic
systems (DEDS) including production systems1
and networks (Valavanis, 1990; Zhou and DiCesare, 1993; Desrochers and Al-Jaar, 1995; Proth
and Xiaolan, 1996; Moody and Antsaklis, 1998).
PNs have been proven to be a powerful tool for
studying system concurrency, sequential, parallel,
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asynchronous, distributed deterministic or stochastic behavior, resource allocation, mutual
exclusion and conflicts (Murata, 1989; Desrochers
and Al-Jaar, 1995; Valette et al., 1999; Gu and
Bahri, 2002).
This work is the natural outgrowth of previously
published (Tsourveloudis et al., 2000; Ioannidis
et al., 2002) research that studied single/multiplepart-type and re-entrant manufacturing networks
(systems) of random topology and complexity
where random machine breakdowns and repairs
take place. In these works, a decomposition
method is used for scheduling of manufacturing
systems through minimizing work-in-process
(WIP) and cycle time while maintaining at the
same time quality of service by keeping backlog at
acceptable levels. This is accomplished by deriving
a set of distributed single-level fuzzy controllers to
monitor production rates locally and a supervisory
fuzzy logic controller to monitor overall system
production rate. Except manufacturing this methodology can be used in supply chain in the
framework of logistics.
For a random topology dedicated production
system or network2, whether single- or multiplepart-type or cyclically scheduled, with finite or
infinite capacity buffers, the following are accomplished:
• Production system decomposition – analysis: The
random topology production system is decomposed into four sets of modules, corresponding
to the production line or transfer chain,3 assembly, disassembly and parallel machines modules.
Their respective modular PN models are derived. The proposed system component modules
and their respective PN equivalents refer to the
simplest and most general scenario:
(i) Generic modules and generic PN modules
that correspond to the one input buffer-one
machine-one output buffer transfer chain
module, two input buffers-one machine-one
output buffer assembly module, one input
buffer-one machine-two output buffers disassembly module and two parallel machines
module;
(ii) Generalized modules and generalized PN
modules that correspond to the nTCi machines – (nTCi +1) buffers transfer chain
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module, nAi input buffers – one machine –
one output buffer assembly module, one
input buffer – one machine – nDi output
buffers disassembly module and one input
buffer – nPi parallel machines – one output
buffer module.
• Production system composition – synthesis: The
overall production system PN model is obtained
via synthesis of the component PN models
considering component connectivity and complexity as follows:
(i) Component connectivity: This is determined
by places fusion at the respective module
connecting points. (For example considering
two sequential transfer chains, the output
buffer of the first and the input buffer of the
second are fused to one place, connecting
the two modules.)
(ii) Component complexity and overall system
complexity: This is determined by calculating for any random topology dedicated
production system, the total number of the
PN module nodes (places, transitions) and
the overall PN system nodes.
• Production system constraints: The Martinez and
Silva algorithm (1982) is used to calculate the
PN module as well as the overall PN system
model P- and T-invariants, considering machine
and buffer operational constraints (capacities,
production rates). Mathematical expressions are
derived for the basic or minimal PN module
invariants, including the invariants that result
from module synthesis.
• Production system simulation and performance
evaluation: The production system is simulated
and evaluated through the corresponding PN
model. As such, buffer levels, machine utilization (up-time down-time, idle-time), production
rates, cycle times and overall production time
are calculated and if necessary modiﬁed based
on speciﬁcations and constraints.
The major contributions of the proposed methodology may be summarized as follows: (i) the
modular PN based system modeling, analysis,
synthesis and performance evaluation is independent of the system architecture and structure, (ii)
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the model construction method may be extended
and slightly modiﬁed in order to be applied to any
conﬁguration DEDS, (iii) analysis and synthesis of
any complicated system is accomplished in terms
of analysis and synthesis of the generalized PN
modules, which means that the overall complexity
is signiﬁcantly reduced, (iv) there is no limitation
on the production system number of machines/
workstations and the structure of the net, while
buffer capacities may be considered either ﬁnite or
inﬁnite, (v) system’s complexity is easily obtained
since the calculation of the overall PN system
nodes and invariants are done in general (theoretically) without considering a speciﬁc topology
system, (vi) whole system’s analysis and properties
are obtained with respect to the corresponding
characteristics of the fundamental modules, (vii)
the generic models are simple, based in realistic
assumptions and are easily applied and understandable.
While reviewing related literature, several differences have been observed. In Zuberek and
Kubiak (1999) Timed PNs are used to model and
study manufacturing cells. The possible schedules
and routes according to machine number are
studied. Each machine is represented by a transition with an input and output arc without considering machine states. Net invariants and
reductions are used for performance evaluation,
while no behavioral analysis is performed. In Allam and Alla (1998) Hybrid PNs are used for
modeling and simulation of an assembly. Machines perform different operations, most of which
are modeled using a general model with minor
changes, according to specific features. Machines
are considered either operational or idle (no
breakdown). In Proth and Xiaolan (1996) common
manufacturing system PN models are presented
(e.g. machines prone to failure, assembly). These
models are quite different from the ones presented
in this paper in assumptions, structural characteristics (empty machine’s signal in not combined
with breakdowns, machine breakdowns considered
only in a model) and properties. No analysis is
curried out, nor simulation and performance
evaluation is implemented. In Valavanis (1990)
Extended PNs are used to model FMS’s in a 3phase hierarchical procedure (top-down system’s
decomposition, component net modeling and system’s EPN synthesis). Three basic models are used,
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corresponding to machining station, robot and
buffer. Behavior analysis is partial and does not
rely on module analysis. In Proth and Sauer (1998)
controllable output nets are used to optimize
scheduling and maximize the productivity of a job
shop. Operations in machines and assemblies
transform raw materials in final products with
piecewise constant flows. Machines perform multiple operations, each represented by a transition.
In Thomas et al. (1996) a class of TPNs is used as a
representation and analysis framework for automated assembly. The objective is to define the
optimal assembly sequence, which can generate a
control plan with minimum costs. For this, performance and throughput evaluation is used. In
Tang et al. (2001) PNs are used for demanufacturing, scheduling and disassembly in order to
derive the paths with maximal end-of-life value.
PNs model flexible disassembly sequences, machine scheduling and workstation status. No
analysis or presentation of analytical models is
done. In Jehng (2002) PNs are used for modeling,
performance analysis and simulation of automated
pressing systems. PN reduction is used. Basic
model properties are calculated and zero inventories are investigated to estimate what reduction of
setup times allows the adoption of JIT production
models. In Xue et al. (1998) generalized stochastic
PNs model FMSs. Each model is partitioned into a
physical subnet (consisting of three transportation
resources, cell and job shop subnet that generates
transfer and processing parts requests) and a
controller subnet. In Wang (1996) and Wang and
Wu (1998), Object Oriented and Colored Timed
Object Oriented PNs are used for modeling and
analysis of Automated Manufacturing Systems. In
Wang (1996), physical object classes are identified,
modeled and connected to represent AMS control
logic. After the implementation of the basic model,
the complete OPN model is constructed by adding
constraints and attributes of the system. The
model is analysed for deadlock detection and invariants. In (Wang and Wu (1998), in the initial
method time is added in a 4th phase where
CTOPN model is constructed by the OPN model.
Then a search algorithm generates a near optimal
schedule. System’s nodes complexity is high to
model even simple systems.
Further, as opposed to several other PN based
manufacturing systems modeling approaches
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WIP leads to certain (input, internal and output)
buffer levels, a phenomenon that is also captured by
the derived modular PN system model.4 The same
holds when considering machine blocking and/or
starvation. This postulated observation is an additional justification of the generality and applicability of the proposed method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the basic production system
modules and summarizes functionality issues.
Section 3 derives their respective PN modules and
Section 4 presents the overall system PN model as
synthesis of the four corresponding (sets of)
modules. Section 5 presents simulation results,
while Section 6 concludes the paper.

(Peterson, 1981; Valavanis, 1990; Reisig, 1992;
Wang and Xie, 1996; Veltsos, 1998; Zuberek,
1998; Balduzzi et al., 2000; Christensen and Petrucci, 2000; Frey, 2000; Domg and Chen, 2001;
Jeng, 2001; Jehng, 2002; Tsinarakis, 2002) and
references therein, the proposed method is rather
complete and general covering the aspects of
system decomposition/composition, constraint
satisfaction, complexity and properties analysis,
performance evaluation and optimization with
minimum assumptions, regardless of system
topology.
As previously mentioned, the proposed approach
is based on the scheduling policy that was suggested
by Tsourveloudis et al. (2000) and Ioannidis et al.
(2002). In these works, fuzzy logic was the mathematical tool that used to model generic manufacturing environments. Here, instead of fuzzy logic,
we use modular PNs to study realistic manufacturing systems. In addition, we have extended the
ideas used for effective modeling to more complex
situations like parallel working machines. Nevertheless a significant advantage, observed while
evaluating the results, is that although the modular
PN based method is drastically different to the
fuzzy logic controller, the results are remarkably
complementary. For example, minimization of

2. Production system modules
2.1. Background
A production system is usually viewed as a network
of machines/workstations and buffers. Items receive an operation at each machine and wait for the
next operation in a buffer with ﬁnite capacity.
Random machine breakdowns disturb the production process and phenomena such as starvation
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based systems may be viewed as a consequence of
the observation that the most important factor in
determining a factory performance is the process
by which material is released into the system; the
best policy views all or many points as release
points to the rest of the factory (Wein, 1988).
When considering simple manufacturing systems, analytical results produced thus far have
demonstrated the superiority of surplus-based
systems (Akella and Kumar, 1986). More specifically, hedging point policies have been proven
optimal in minimizing production cost in
single-stage, single-part-type system scheduling.
Generalizations to more than one-part-type or
production stages have proven to be difficult, but
obtained solutions may be successfully applied in
real manufacturing systems.

and/or blocking, may occur. Due to a failed machine with operational neighbors, the level of the
downstream buffer decreases, while the level of the
upstream buffer increases. If the repair time is large
enough, the broken machine will either block the
next station or starve the previous one. This adverse effect will propagate throughout the system.
Production control policies may be classiﬁed as
token-based, time-based and surplus-based (Conway et al. 1988; Bai, 1990, 1994; Buzacott and
Gershwin, 1993; Custodio et al. 1994; Gershwin,
1994; Gershwin, 2000; Tsourveloudis et al. 2000;
Ioannidis et al. 2002). Token-based systems involve
token movement in the manufacturing system to
trigger events. Time-based systems operate on a
time basis; for example, Material Requirements
Planning (MRP) systems attempt to determine the
time at which an operation should take place. In
surplus-based systems, decisions (hedging-point,
two-boundary and base-stock policies) are made
on the basis of how far cumulative production is
ahead of or behind cumulative demand. Surplus-

2.2. Dedicated and modular productions systems
The production systems concerned here are dedicated machine production systems. In these, each
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machine is assigned exclusively to an operation of
one product type, which usually has high demand
rate (Proth and Xiaolan, 1996). In such systems all
parts follow the same route (pass from the same
machines with the same order, their processing
times in machines are of the same type and they
are obtained from the same ﬁnal buffer).
According to the proposed approach, it is possible to recognize a small number of subsystems,
called from now on fundamental modules. Their
corresponding Timed PN models are implemented,
analyzed and used as structural components for
the representation of the majority of dedicated
production systems. Modules are repeated and
appropriately connected according to system’s
topology in order to produce the total model of the
system under review.
By using a modular approach, it is possible to
simplify the description, qualitative (properties
and invariants) and quantitative (mean production
cycle, WIP etc) analysis of a complicated system by
splitting its complexity into small and simple
entities (that can also be considered and analyzed
independently each other (Thevenon and Flaur,
2000) and to overcome problems relative to the
systems behavior (e.g., some conflicts types),
(Feldmann et al. 1996). After that, integration of
the subsystems must be done in a consistent with
the reality way in order to produce the corresponding results for the total system.
The use of modular subsystems in production
systems modeling is a need, as this allows the
independent modiﬁcation of the model, results in
increased ﬂexibility (required changes to produce a
new product are minimized) that meets one of the
major requirements of such systems and allows the
use of more efﬁcient advanced performance evaluation and analysis techniques, as distributed
simulation (Nketsa and Valette, 2001). Moreover
modular design of production systems resists
obsolescence, shortens redesign, reduces costs, and
eases maintenance (Rogers and Bottaci, 1997).
2.3. Generic and generalized production systems
modules
The production ﬂoor modeling approach introduced in Tsourveloudis et al. (2000), Ioannidis
et al. (2002) is extended so that every production
network is decomposed into four generic modules:
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the production line, assembly, disassembly and
parallel machines module, the simplest (generic)
version of which is shown in Fig. 1 (circles and
rectangles represent buffers and machines, respectively). In system’s operational phase the use of
transferring facilities and similar equipment is not
analytically presented.5
The line module includes a machine Mi, which
takes unfinished items from an upstream buffer Bji
and after processing sends them to a downstream
buffer Bil. In the assembly operation a machine Mi
obtains parts from two upstream buffer Bji to Bki,
brings them to form a single unit and sends it to a
downstream buffer Bil. In disassembly a machine
Mi takes unfinished parts from an upstream buffer
Bji, separates them to two parts and sends them to
downstream buffers Bik to Bil. The two parallel
machines module shows machines with potentially
different settings and functions working on the
same product. The two machines work independently each other and process parts of the same
type. They correspond to the case of two servers
for the same customer type. These four modules, if
connected to each other may represent manufacturing networks of various layouts.
Generalizations of the generic modules correspond to: nTCi machines- (nTCi +1) buffers
transfer chain module, nAi input buffers-one
machine-one output buffer assembly, one input
buffer-one machine-nDi output buffers disassembly
and one input buffer-nPi parallel machines-one
output buffer module as shown in Fig. 2.
Each module may be implemented, tested, evaluated and simulated considering as input variables
the buffer levels bji and bik of the upstream and
downstream buffers and the state si of machine Mi.
A buffer tends to be empty when the upstream
machine is either under repair or producing at a
slower rate than the downstream machine. Similarly
a buffer tends to ﬁll when the downstream machine
is either under repair or producing at a slower rate
than the upstream machine. The information needed to synchronize the operation of the production
network is transferred to each control module by
the level change of each buffer. Every event occurring in the production network is affecting level of
buffers close to the area of the event.
The time that a part spends in a manufacturing
system between the start of ﬁrst operation in a
machine and completion of its last operation (time
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in which process of raw materials starts, until ﬁnal
products are ready) is known as the manufacturing
cycle time. Reduction of manufacturing cycle time
has many beneﬁts, including lower inventory,
reduced costs, faster response to needs and increased ﬂexibility.

p3
t1
p1

t4

3. Petri Net modules
3.1. Petri Net background and fundamentals
An Ordinary Petri Net (OPN) is a bipartite
directed graph deﬁned as the ﬁve-tuple: PN={P,
T, I, O, m0}, where P={p1, p2 ... pnp} is a finite set
of places, T=t1, t2, ..., tnt} is a finite set of transitions, P [ T=V, where V is the set of vertices
and P \ T=Ø. I: (P x T) ﬁ N is an input
function and O: (P x T) ﬁ N an output function
with N a set of non-negative integers, and m0 the
p3
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Fig. 5. Disassembly generic PN module.
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Fig. 4. Assembly generic PN module.
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PN initial marking. Places represent conditions;
transitions represent events and arcs direct connection, access rights or logical connection between places and transitions.
PN structural and behavioral properties (reachability, coverability, safeness, k-boundedness,
conflicts, liveness, reversibility, persistency, deadlock-freeness, P- and T-invariants) capture precedence relations and structural interactions between
system components. Behavioral properties depend
on, and are coupled with, the PN initial marking
m0. Structural properties are determined using the
PN topological structure following matrix-based
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Table 1. Basic PN module node (P and T) explanation
Node

Model

Meaning

p0
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

All four modules
All four modules
All four modules
All four modules
All four modules
All four modules
Assembly
Disassembly
Parallel machines
Parallel machines
Parallel machines
Parallel machines
Common
Common
Common
Common
Parallel machines
Parallel machines
Parallel machines
Parallel machines

Parts available in initial buffer
Machine available to process part
Machine breakdown
Parts in final buffer
Machine finished process of a part
Machine out of order
Second type parts available in corresponding initial buffer (raw materials)
Second type parts in the corresponding final buffer (processed parts)
Second Machine (M2) available to process part
Machine M2 breakdown
Machine finished process of a part
Machine M2 out of order
Machine processing (producing) part
Empty machine’s signal return
Machine breaks down
Machine has been repaired and is available to produce again
Machine M2 is processing (producing) part
Empty machine’s signal return for M2
Machine M2 breaks down
Machine M2 has been repaired and is available to produce again

p7
p8
p9
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8

analysis methods (Peterson, 1981; Murata, 1989;
David and Aua, 1992; Reisig, 1992; Zhou and
DiCesare, 1993; Desrochers and Al-Jaar, 1995;
Proth and Xiaolan, 1996).
The incidence matrix A for a PN consisting of np
places and nt transitions is defined as A=[aij],
where aij=aij+)aij); aij+=w (i, j) is the arc weight
from transition i to its output place j and
aij)=w(j,i) is the arc weight to transition i from its
input place j. aij+, aij) and aij represent the tokens
added, removed and totally changed in a place j by
the firing of transition i, respectively. The incidence
matrix cannot represent self-loops (since the total
difference of tokens in a self loop is equal to 0).
The incidence matrix is used for the invariants
calculation. Given a PN, there exists place or Pinvariants and transition or T-invariants. P-invariants are the non-zero non-negative integer solutions X of the matrix equation XTA=0 that also
satisfy XTm=XTm0 where X is an np-element vector, m0 the initial marking of the net and m a
marking that belongs to the reachability set of m0,
R(m0). T-invariants are the non-zero non-negative
integer solutions Y of the matrix equation AY = 0
where Y is an nt-element vector. There are (np)r)
basic P-invariants and (nt)r) T-invariants, where

r=rank(A). P-invariants express a notion of token
conservation in sets of places for all reachable
markings without enumeration of the reachability
set R(m0). T-invariants describe a transition firing
sequence S, such that mj ﬁ mj. In consequence,
any cyclic repetitive sequence of marking changes
of a system represented by a PN is a T-invariant.
Since any linear combination of two or more
P-(T-) invariants is also a P-(T-) invariant, only the
sets of basic (or minimal) invariants are of interest
and are calculated (Torn). The Martinez – Silva
algorithm (Martinez and Silva, 1982) may be utilized to determine net invariants by removing consecutive net elements.
Dealing with time in a PN is accomplished by
assigning time delays to places or transitions. Time
can be associated with both nodes, but TPN
models analysis is simpler when time is attached to
one kind of nodes (Mellado, 2002). The case described is that of PNs where time is attached to
transitions, called t-timed PNs nets.
A t-timed PN arises from the corresponding Ordinary PN by associating each transition ti a firing
delay that may be constant or follow a given distribution. A TPN is defined by the tuple TPN={P,
T, I, O, m0, D,} such that the first five elements are
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All transition input and output arc weights are
equal to one. Table 1 explains places and transitions meanings. Places p0)p5 and transitions t1)t4
have the same meaning in all four generic PNs.
Transitions correspond to system activities resulting in state changes, while places correspond to
resource (machine, parts) availability or state
(machine up, down, idle).
The generic PN modules have been derived
based on the realistic assumptions that: (i) buffers
are ﬁnite, (ii) machines operate at a given speed
that changes periodically according to events taking place in the system, (iii) setup and transportation times of parts through the system are
negligible compared to production times, (iv)
machine breakdowns happen inﬁnitely often, but
only after the completion of a production cycle.
The generic transfer chain module is considered
ﬁrst. In this, places p0 and p3 represent the raw
materials and final products buffers respectively,
while t1 describes process performance when
machine is available. To avoid multiple parts
reaching a machine concurrently, a signal of
machine being empty and ready to produce is
represented through a token produced from the
firing of t1 and led to p4. Empty machine’s signal
returns to p1, where it is initially found, meaning
that next parts process may begin, following one of
two possible routes. One is after firing of t2,
meaning that the next part process can begin
without other events mediation. The second is
after a machine breakdown represented by p2, t3
fires causing machine to go out of order (p5), which
is repaired after firing of t4. In all generic and
generalized PN modules, conflict between t2 and t3
that have common input place p4, exists – machine
finished a part process (in modules that have

as described above for ordinary PNs while D represents time delay and is a function from the set of
non-negative real numbers {0,R+}. D(ti) is a vector
whose number of elements is the same with the
number of net’s transitions, where di =delay associated with transition i. A timed transition’s firing
consists of two events namely, ‘‘start firing’’ and
‘‘end firing’’. In between these two events the firing
is in progress. Tokens are removed from input
places at ‘‘start firing’’ and are deposited to output
places at ‘‘end of firing’’ (Venkatesh and Ilyas, 1995;
Zuberek, 2001). The transitions delays may be
deterministic or described by a distribution. In
TPNs some transitions may have zero occurrence
times and are called ‘‘immediate’’.
All TPN properties and analysis methods used
are the same with the ones used for the corresponding OPNs (David and Alla, 1992; Boel and
Stremersch, 1999). Though, if the analysis of a TPN
is tried by using the corresponding OPN model,
wrong conclusions for some issues may be obtained.
3.2. Generic Petri Net modules and invariant
calculation
The PN modules of Fig. 1, called generic PN
modules from now on, are shown in Figs. 3–6.
These modules arise from the manufacturing system control modules defined in Tsourveloudis
et al. (2000) and Ioannidis et al. (2002). PN models
describe all the main events taking place in fundamental systems and are suitable for production
systems simulation, analysis and performance
evaluation. Modules describe common events but
partially differ in operational and structural features. Timed transitions are presented as white
rectangles, while immediate transitions as black.
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Fig. 9. Generalized disassembly PN module.

multiple machines, there exist proportional conflicts in all sets of them). To solve this conflict
efficiently, t2 has been considered as a timed
transition (with minimum delay) while t3 as an
immediate one. t3 has also a second input place
(p2) (tokens are available there only in the case of a
machine breakdown according to a distribution or
stochastically), which means that it cannot become
enabled and consequently fire if there exist no tokens in this place. So, when machine operates,
timed transition t2 fires, since immediate t3 has no

p2

Fig. 10. Generalized parallel machines PN module.

token in one input place, else t3 fires. It must be
noted that in the models presented both transitions
have the same priority (equal to one), since in
another case the execution of the net would be
different. Generic assembly module’s main difference is that two initial buffers ( p0, p6) provide
different part types to the machine for the process
to begin, while generic disassembly module has
two final product buffers ( p3, p6). In generic parallel machine module two transfer chain PN
modules are composed so that they obtain parts
from the same input buffer ( p0) and lead their
products to the same final buffer ( p6). These facts
are generalized for the cases of generalized PN
modules. Definition of buffers maximum capaci-
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Table 2. Node complexity of generalized PN modules
Model

Node
type

Generic
model

Generalized
model

Transfer chain

P
T
P
T
P
T
P
T

6
4
7
4
7
4
10
8

5* nTCi+1
4* nTCi
nAi+5
4
nDi+5
4
2+4* nPi
4* nPi

Assembly
Disassembly
Parallel machines

ties in PN modules ensures the representation of
phenomena as starved and blocked machines.
Tokens shown in all four generic PN modules are
for demonstration purposes only.
Observing the four generic PN modules as
shown in Fig. 3–6 with any finite initial marking
m0, one may conclude that: (i) As long as there
is part availability in the input buffer(s), all
four generic PNs after the completion of one
production cycle return to the state of starting
a new cycle; (ii) the parts number in the initial
buffer(s) defines the exact number of production
cycles; (iii) all modules are k- bounded; (iv)
modules are non-conservative (at least t3 consumes two tokens and produces one, in assembly
and disassembly transition t1 is also non-conservative, in parallel machines module t7 is nonconservative); (v) modules are non-persistent (firing of t3 may disable t2); (vi) modules are not
repetitive and not consistent. Further the following hold:
1. For the transfer chain, the upper limit of
tokens found in a place, ULTC, is defined as
min{max {C0, C3},(m0(p0)+m0(p3))}, where
Ci is the maximum capacity of pi. That is, the
maximum number of tokens in a place is the
minimum of two quantities, maximum
capacity of the two buffers and the sum of
the initial tokens in these two places.
2. For the assembly module, the upper limit of
tokens found in a place, ULA, is slightly
different since there are at least two input
buffers, defined as min {max {C0, C3, C6},
(m0(p3)+max {m0 (p0), m0(p6)})}.

3. For the disassembly module, the upper limit
of tokens found in a place, ULD, is calculated considering two output buffers as
min{max {C0, C3, C6},(m0(p0)+max{m0 (p3),
m0(p6)})}.
4. For the two parallel machines module, the
corresponding equation, ULP, is the same
with the one of transfer chain, min {max {C0,
C3},(m0(p0)+m0(p3))}, since the same buffers
are used for both machines.
5. Except the places that represent buffers, all
other places are safe.
The Martinez–Silva algorithm (Martinez and
Silva, 1982) is used to calculate the minimal P- and
T-invariants (all other invariants are linear combinations of minimal invariants). The transfer
chain module has two P-invariants and no Tinvariant. The P-invariants are:
f100100g resulting in mðp0 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k1
f010011g resulting in mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1
k1 ¼ m0 ðp0 Þ þ m0 ðp3 Þ

The ﬁrst P-invariant guarantees that the sum of
parts in the initial and in the final buffer is constant and equal to the initial sum of parts in these
two buffers k1, while the second shows three
mutually exclusive machine states (machine ready
to process part, empty or machine breakdown).
Those two P-invariants are common for all four
generic PN modules. However, the other three
modules have one more P-invariant. The third Pinvariant of the assembly module refers to the sum
of tokens of the second initial buffer and final
buffer that is equal to the initial sum of parts in
these two buffers:
mðp6 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k2 ; k2 ¼ m0 ðp6 Þ þ m0 ðp3 Þ

The third P-invariant of the disassembly module
refers to the sum of tokens of the initial buffer and
the second final buffer:
mðp0 Þ þ mðp6 Þ ¼ k3 ; k3 ¼ m0 ðp0 Þ þ m0 ðp6 Þ

The third P-invariant of the two parallel machines module refers to the mutually exclusive
states of the second machine M2, same with the
ones of the first machine:
mðp6 Þ þ mðp8 Þ þ mðp9 Þ ¼ 1
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3.3. Generalized Petri Net modules and invariant
calculation
The four general PN models that correspond to
the four modules of Fig. 2, called generalized PN
modules from now on, are shown in Figs. 7–10.
The same assumptions made for the generic PN
modules are considered here, too, and the same
observations may be made. Table 2 shows PN
module complexity, in terms of places and
transitions, for the simplest and most general
case.
The generalized transfer chain has (nTCi+1)
P-invariants and no T-invariant. One P-invariant
refers to the preservation of tokens (parts) within
the system (with k1 the sum of tokens in these
places, initially) while the rest refer to the mutually
exclusive states of the machines of the generalized
transfer chain (one for each machine). The P-invariants are:
mðp0 Þ þ mðp36 Þ þ mðp912 Þ þ   
þ mðp5 nTCi85nTCi5 Þ þ mðp5 nTCi2 Þ ¼ k1
mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1
mðp7 Þ þ mðp10 Þ þ mðp11 Þ ¼ 1

refers to the mutually exclusive states of the
machine while the rest refer to the preservation
of tokens within the module (one P-invariant for
each output buffer). These are (again, kj, j=1,...,
nDi represents the sum of tokens in the corresponding places given the initial marking m0):
mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1(mutually exclusive states
of the machines)
mðp0 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k1
mðp0 Þ þ mðp6 Þ ¼ k2
...
mðp0 Þ þ mðpnDiþ3 Þ ¼ knDi1
mðp0 Þ þ mðpnDiþ4 Þ ¼ knDi

Finally, the generalized parallel machine module
has (nPi+1) P-invariants and no T-invariants. One
P-invariant refers to the preservation of tokens
within the module while the rest refer to the
mutually exclusive states of the machine, one
P-invariant for each of the parallel machines):
mðp0 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k1 (with k1 the sum of tokens in
these places initially)

...
mðp5 nTCi4 Þ þ mðp5 nTCi1 Þ þ mð5 nTCi Þ ¼ 1

The generalized assembly module has (nAi+1)
P-invariants and no T-invariants. One P-invariant
refers to the mutually exclusive states of the
machine while the rest refer to the preservation of
tokens within the module, one P-invariant for
each input buffer. Knowing that kj, j=1, . . . ,nAi
represents the sum of tokens in the corresponding
places given the initial marking m0, the P-invariants are:
mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1(mutually exclusive states
of the machines)
mðp0 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k1
mðp6 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ k2
...
mðpnAiþ3 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ knAi1
mðpnAiþ4 Þ þ mðp3 Þ ¼ knAi

The generalized disassembly module has (nDi+1)
P-invariants and no T-invariants. One P-invariant

mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1(mutually exclusive states
of machine M1 )
mðp6 Þ þ mðp8 Þ þ mðp9 Þ ¼ 1(mutually exclusive states
of machine M2 )
...
mðp4 nPi Þ þ mðp4 nPiþ1 Þ þ mðp4 nPi2 Þ ¼ 1
(mutuallyexclusive states of machine MnPi )

3.4. Theoretical calculation of the generalized PN
module invariants
Considering the overall system PN model, P-invariants can be considered of two types, one
referring to the mutually exclusive states of the
machines, the other referring to the preservation of
parts number. From the first type there are d1
P-invariants, where d1 is equal to the number of
production system machines, calculated with
respect to the number of modules of each type used
and the components of each module. So d1 is given
by
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Fig. 11. Synthesis of two generic transfer chain modules..

d1 ¼

n1
X

nTCi þ n2 þ n3 þ

i¼1

n4
X

nPj

j¼1

From the second type (reservation of parts
number) there are d2 P-invariants. For calculation
of d2 two distinct cases are examined according to
nets constitution that produce two different
equations regarding their structure and complexity. In the first case, the manufacturing system
does not perform assembly and disassembly
operations in parallel (this is mathematically
translated in n2*n3=0), independently of how
complicated its topology and structure is (this case
refers to production systems consisting of sets of
transfer chain, parallel machine and assembly
modules, or transfer chain, parallel machines and
disassembly modules, or simpler cases where
assembly and disassembly do not exist in the same
net). In this case d2 is:
d2 ¼ nE þ

n3
X
ðnDj  1Þ ¼ nE  nF
j¼1

This equation shows that d2 P-invariants are
equal to the number of the external (non-fused)
input places of the net increased by the total number
of extra buffers produced by disassemblies (each
disassembly module ‘‘produces’’ two or more buffers from one initial, which means that a least one
extra buffer is generated). In this case number of d2
P-invariants is also equal to the product of the input
and output buffers of the net (both equations give
the same result and are independent each-other.)
When both assembly and disassembly modules
exist in a manufacturing system, the equation
presented above cannot describe a number of
internal events taking place in the system. In particular, when there are assemblies and disassemblies ‘‘sequentially’’ in a net (assembly after
disassembly or vice-versa), some of the P-invariants of the net are not calculated when using the
equation above. In this case the equation that
calculates d2 is much more complicated and comes
out by regarding for every initial part the sequence
of operations received from its input (external
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buffer) until its exit (final buffer(s)) from the system. For such a system, d2 is:
d2 ¼

nE
X

d2;i ¼
i¼1
"

"
nE
X

nDi;1 

nA1;i1

i1 ¼1

i¼1



c
X

first defines level’s starting point which ends just
before the second). If an initial part does not take
part in any disassembly, the respective factor in the
equation is set equal to one.

c21
X



#


nDi ;3;1  . ..

4. Petri Net module synthesis

nDi;2;1 
nA2 ;i21 þ nA2;1
2 i21 ¼1
c2c1
X
nA2 ;i2c1
þ   þ nA1 ;c1  4nDi;2;c1 
þnA1;1

i

## 2c1
h
i
þnA2;c1  nDi;3;c1   

The synthesis procedure of two simplest transfer
chains is shown in Fig. 11. Generalizations follow.
Observing Fig. 11, it is obvious that places p3
and p6 are fused in one place p3–6. The total
number of places is reduced by one, while transitions are equal to the total of each module
transitions. The combined PN input places are
reduced by one (p3–6 is an internal place, not
input buffer). The maximum capacity of p3–6
may be defined as C3–6=min{C3, C6} or
C3–6=max{C3, C6} or with any number in
between (based on system constraints). Obviously, m0(p3–6)=m0(p3)+m0(p6).
The combined PN properties may be detected
accordingly, by simple observation. There exist
three P-invariants (two are identical with the
individual module P-invariants). Two refer to
the mutually exclusive states of the combined PN;
the third refers to the preservation of the total
number of parts in the PN, where k1 is the initial
sum of parts (tokens) in the three places:

¼1

For every initial part nE, d2,i number of it’s Pinvariants is calculated. In this, number of the first
received disassembly products, is considered
(nDi,1). This number is decreased by the number of
these products participating in second level
assemblies, represented by the sum (second level
starts after the initial disassembly and ends before
second disassembly). In this, ci refers to assemblies
in which the initial disassembly products participate. d2,i is increased for every second level
assembly by adding the product of input to
assembly parts (nA1,1) and the piece of the equation
that already has been described, adapted to third
level features (number of second level disassembly
products ) sum of parts participating in third level
assemblies + product of number of parts participating in third level assemblies * the piece of the
equation that has been described, adapted to
fourth level characteristics). This iterative process
is repeated for as many levels as the net has (each
level is defined by two sequential disassemblies, the

mðp1 Þ þ mðp4 Þ þ mðp5 Þ ¼ 1
mðp7 Þ þ mðp10 Þ þ mðp11 Þ ¼ 1
mðp0 Þ þ mðp36 Þ þ mðp9 Þ ¼ k1
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Fig. 12. A generalized Production System and its module decomposition.
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Fig. 13. The Petri net model of the production system of Fig. 12.

Synthesis of other generic PN modules is
obtained in a similar way.

4.1. Generalizations
It is possible to calculate the number of nodes of a
random topology production system PN model
from the corresponding PN modules that compose
it and from the number of external parts entering
the system. The latter number is necessary to
compute the number of fused places in the individual modules connection points.
Consider ﬁrst that the overall production system
PN model is derived in terms of the generic PN
modules of Figs. 3–6. That is, consider n1 modules

of transfer chain, n2 modules of two-parts assembly, n3 modules of two-piece disassembly, n4
modules of two-parallel machines. In addition
assume that there are nE (external, non-fused) input places and nF final buffers. The number of the
combined PN model transitions is:
4 ðn1 þ n2 þ n3 Þ þ 8 n4

The total number of generic PN module places
when considered separately (no fused places) is:
6 n1 þ 7 ðn2 þ n3 Þ þ 10 n4

Fusion of places at connection points reduces the
number of places calculated above. It must be noted, that in places fusion only places representing
net’s buffers participate. So, ﬁrst of all the number
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Table 3. Case study production systems timed transition
parameters
Transition

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14
t15
t16
t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22
t23
t24
t25
t26
t27
t28
t29
t30
t31
t32

Distribution
followed
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
Uniform
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
Uniform
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
Uniform
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
Uniform
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
Uniform
Deterministic
Deterministic
–
uniform
deterministic
deterministic
–
uniform
deterministic
deterministic
–
Uniform

Delay
lower
bound

Delay
upper
bound

3
1
–
1
5
1
–
2
4
1
–
1
2
1
–
3
3
1
–
1
4
1
–
1
2
1
–
2
4
1
–
1

–
–
–
3
–
–
–
5
–
–
–
5
–
–
–
5
–
–
–
7
–
–
–
3
–
–
–
3
–
–
–
5

of net’s buffers for a production system consisting
of n1 transfer chain modules, n2 assemblies, n3
disassemblies, n4 parallel machine modules and
that has nE external input buffers and nF final
(product) buffers is calculated. That is 2*n1+
3*n2+3*n3+2*n4, since transfer chain and parallel
machine modules have one input and one output
place, assembly has two input and one output place
and disassembly has one input and two output
places. The total net’s model has nE input places
and nF output places, since all the other places are
any more internal. So these nE+nF places are not

fused and are subtracted. From the remaining,
from each two places one fused is generated, so the
total number of fused places is:
1=2  ð2  n1 þ 3  n2 þ 3  n3 þ 2  n4  nE  nF Þ

nF can be calculated with respect to nE as nF is
equal to the external buffers number reduced by
one for each assembly and increased by one for
each disassembly. So:
nF ¼ nE  n2 þ n3

Thus, the number of fused places is calculated as:
1=2 ð2 n1 þ 3 n2 þ 3 n3 þ 2 n4  nE  n þ n2  n3 Þ
¼ n1 þ n3 þ n4 þ 2 n2  nE

The total number of the combined net places is:
5 ðn1 þ n2 Þ þ 6 n3 þ 9 n4 þ nE

Considering individual generalized PN modules as
shown in Table 2, the total number of transitions is:
4 ðn2 þ n3 Þ þ

n1
X

4 nTCi þ

i¼1

n4
X

4 nPj

j¼1

The total number of places is calculated as:
n3
n1
n2
X
X
X
ð5 nTCi1 þ 1Þ þ
ðnAi2 þ 5Þ þ
ðnDi3 þ 5Þ
i1 ¼1

i2 ¼1

i3 ¼1

n4
n2
X
X
ð4 nPi4 þ 2Þ  ðn1 þ n3 þ n4 þ
ðnAi2  nE Þ
þ
i4 ¼1

¼

n1
X

5 nTCi1 þ

i1 ¼1


i2 ¼1
n3
X
i3 ¼1

nDi3 þ

n4
X

4 nPi4 þ 5 n2

i4 ¼1

þ 4 n3 þ n4 þ nE

5. Case studies and simulation results
The production system of Fig. 12 is used as a case
study. It is composed of six modules, from which
two are generalized transfer chains, one parallel
machines module, two assemblies and one disassembly. The transfer chain module one consists of
two sequential machines and the disassembly
module two creates three parts from one. The
production system as shown in Fig. 12 consists of
11 buffers and 8 machines.
The overall PN module is shown in Fig. 13. The
PN consists of 43 places and 32 transitions. Eight
transitions are immediate corresponding to
potential machine breakdowns. There are two
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Fig. 14. Internal buffer levels during initial simulation.

external input places p0 and p6. There are two
places at the system where parts reaching them are
considered as finished parts of different types
(products). These places are p36 and p43 and correspond to buffers 10 and 11. Also there are seven
fused places that represent internal buffers of the
system at the connection points of the individual
modules.
There are 8 P-invariants, each referring to the
mutually exclusive states of a machine:
m(p1)+m(p4)+m(p5)=1 for M1, m(p7)+m(p10)+
m(p11)=1 for M2, m(p15)+m(p18)+m(p19)=1 for
M3, m(p21)+m(p24)+m(p25)=1 for M4, m(p28)+
m(p31)+m(p32)=1 for M5, m(p34)+m(p37)+
m(p38)=1 for M6, m(p41)+m(p44)+m(p45)=1 for
M8 and m(p46)+m(p48)+m(p49)=1 for M7. In
addition, there are 4 P-invariants referring to the

P3-14-Buffer3

P12-26-Buffer5

P13-20-Buffer4

preservation of the parts number within the
system: m(p0)+m(p3-14)+m(p17-33)+m(p36)=k1,
m(p6)+m(p13-20)+m(p23-39)+m(p36)=k2, m(p6)+
m(p12-26)+m(p23-39)+m(p36)=k3 and m(p6)+
m(p9-27)+m(p30-40)+m(p43)=k4 where k1, k2, k3
and k4 is the sum of tokens in the corresponding
sets of places in the initial marking m0. Furthermore, tokens in places p2, p8, p16, p22, p29, p35, p42
and p47 indicate the appearance of machine
breakdowns (that may be random or follow a
given distribution).
With initial marking m0={40, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 40, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0} and timed
transition parameters as shown in Table 3, the
simulation of the net of Fig. 13 is completed after
836 steps and has a total duration of 317 time
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Fig. 15. New internal buffer levels after the reduction of the capacities of 5 buffers.
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Fig. 16. Internal buffer levels after the increase of the capacities of buffers 3 and 7.

units. After the completion of the simulation, 41
parts are found in the final buffer p36 (type 1 parts)
and 40 in the final buffer p43 (type 2 parts). The
final marking of the net with initial marking m0 is:
mf={0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 41, 0, 0, 1, 1, 40, 0, 0,
1, 1, 0, 0}. The final marking mf is common for all
the simulations performed, as the parameters that
change have to do with the net characteristics that
have impact in the product cycle time (machine
processing speeds, buffer capacities, mean breakdown durations etc.) and not with the number of
parts processed. The mean production time for
type parts is 7.732 time units and for type 2 parts
7.925 time units. Fig. 14 shows the internal buffer
levels during the simulation, in order to become
clear the mean usage of each buffer so that the real
capacities of the buffers can be optimized.
In initial simulation, in parallel machines module machine M7 produces 16 parts while M8 the
remaining 24 (not in all cases the two parallel
machines process the same number of parts, as the
number of parts led to each depends on their state
when new parts reach the common input buffer, on
the relative speeds of the machines before and after
and on other parameters). As expected the %
operating time of the machines has a strong relation with the position of the machine in the net’s
structure, i.e. the first and last machines have
lower percentages since they have long periods of
idleness in the end and in the beginning of net’s
operation respectively. The % operating time refers
to the proportion of the total time (317 time units)
that each machine is processing parts. The %

operational time refers to the proportion of the
total time that a machine is available to process
parts, but in a percentage of this machine remains
idle since it has no parts available. The difference
between operational and operating time calculates
the proportion of time that machine remains idle.
From Fig. 14, it is obvious that the only two
internal buffers that their levels reach their
capacities during the simulation are buffers 3
(represented by place p3–14) and 7 (p17–33). Buffer 3
works at capacity for longer time period that
buffer 7, while the rest five buffers do not have
more than two parts during the simulation.
An interesting point is the repetition of the
simulation with the features presented above but
without considering machine breakdowns (by
considering machines operational for the whole
simulation time). In this case the simulation is
completed in 501 steps and has a total duration of
246 time units. This means that the mean production time for type 1 products is 6 time units and
for type 2 parts the corresponding time is 6.15 time
units. In this case, in parallel machines module
machine M7 produces 18 products while M8 the
remaining 22 (this arises from the simulation).
Also in this case the calculation of machines
operational time has no meaning since all
machines are operational in 100% of their time and
remain idle in the proportion of time that they do
not produce. By comparing these numbers with the
production times of the initial simulation it is
obvious that the impact of the machine
breakdowns is very important and if they are
omitted the results obtained are far from reality.
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Fig. 17. Buffer levels during infinite buffers simulation.

The increase of the production times due to machine breakdowns is of order of 28%. The production times calculated by this change can never
in fact be succeeded, but give a bound for the
calculated parameters.
A ﬁrst optimisation step concerns the reduction
of the internal buffers capacities that do not reach
their maximum capacities during the simulation.
These changes should not affect notably the
duration of the new simulation, as the new
capacities are bigger than the maximum number of
parts founded there during initial simulation. The
new capacities of buffers p9–27, p12–26, p13–20, p23–39
and p30–40 are reduced to half and are equal to 3
parts. The internal buffer levels after the changes
are presented in Fig. 15.
It is obvious that Figs. 14 and 15 are almost
identical, as the capacities that have been changed
are not crucial since number of parts in these
P3-14-Buffer3

P13-20-Buffer4

P12-26-Buffer5

buffers did not reach this limit. In this simulation,
in parallel machines module machine M7 produces
14 parts while M8 the remaining 26 parts. In this
case the simulation is completed after 843 steps
and has a total duration of 319 time units. The
mean production time for type 1 parts, is 7.78 time
units and for type 2 parts 7.975 time units,
approximately equal to initial production times.
Next step concerns the increase of buffers 3 and
7 capacities that reach their previous maximum
capacities for signiﬁcant proportions of the operating time. Their new capacities are set to 8 and 7
since the ﬁrst one is full for longer time intervals.
After this change, the respective buffer levels are
presented in Fig. 16.
From Fig. 16, it can be seen that only the level
of buffer 3 reaches its capacity for a significant
portion of the operational time of the system. This
means that a blockage takes place in this part of

P9-27-Buffer6
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Fig. 18. Buffer levels after the reduction of the production time of M2.
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Fig. 19. Buffer levels after the reduction of breakdown appearances in machine M5.

the system and a further improvement is necessary.
The simulation is completed after 817 steps with
total duration of 312 time units. There is a little
improvement in the operation of the net as there is
a reduction of 5 time units of the total operational
time in comparison with the initial simulation. In
this simulation, in parallel machines module machine M7 produces 17 parts while M8 the remaining 23. The mean production time for type 1 parts

is 7.61 time units and for type 2 parts 7.8 time
units. The improvement is about 2%.
If all internal buffers (p3–14, p9–27, p12–26, p13–20,
p17–33, p23–39 and p30–40) are considered of infinite
capacity (practically for this case 40 parts as this is
the number of parts led to the system) and the
simulation is repeated with the same parameters
interesting results are obtained. This allows the
calculation of the maximum number of parts

Table 4. Calculation of multiple quantitative characteristics used for performance evaluation and optimisation of the
manufacturing system for the seven simulations described above.
Parameter

Simulation
Initial

BUFFER i CAPACITY
Buffer 1 (p0) capacity
Buffer 2 (p6) capacity
Buffer 3 (p3–14) capacity
Buffer 4 (p13–20) capacity
Buffer 5 (p12–26) capacity
Buffer 6 (p9–27) capacity
Buffer 7 (p17–33) capacity
Buffer 8 (p23–39) capacity
Buffer 9 (p30–40) capacity
Buffer 10 (p36) capacity
Buffer 11 (p43) capacity
Duration
Number of steps
In time units
Number of produced products
Type 1 products

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

50
50
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
50
50

50
50
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
50
50

50
50
6
3
3
3
6
3
3
50
50

50
50
8
3
3
3
7
3
3
50
50

50
50
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
50
50

50
50
8
3
3
3
7
3
3
50
50

50
50
8
3
3
3
7
3
3
50
50

836
317

501
246

843
319

817
312

775
298

725
281

719
269

41

41

41

41

41

41

41
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Table 4. (Continued)

Parameter

Simulation
Initial

Type 2 products
Mean production time
Type 1 products
Type 2 products
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine

j % operating times
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8

40
7.732
7.925
38.8
63.1
51.7
25.24
37.85
51.7
20.2
15.2

Second
40
6
6.15
50
81.3
66.67
32.52
48.78
66.67
29.27
17.89

Maximum number of parts found in internal buffer i
Buffer 3 (p3–14)
6
6
Buffer 4 (p13–20)
2
2
Buffer 5 (p12–26)
1
1
Buffer 6 (p9–27)
1
1
Buffer 7 (p17–33)
6
6
Buffer 8 (p23–39)
1
1
Buffer 9 (p30–40)
1
1
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine

j % operational times
M1
84.85
M2
68.87
M3
64.04
M4
57.41
M5
57.09
M6
82.02
M7
86.12
M8
85.49

Mean number of parts in internal buffer i
3.8
Buffer 3 (p3–14)
Buffer 4 (p13–20)
1.25
Buffer 5 (p12–26)
0.25
Buffer 6 (p9–27)
0.42
Buffer 7 (p17–33)
3.4
Buffer 8 (p23–39)
0.54
Buffer 9 (p30–40)
0.22

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
3.5
1.32
0.32
0.48
3.59
0.67
0.25

found concurrently in each buffer. The total
duration of this new simulation is 298 time units
and it is completed after 775 steps. The mean
production times for type 1and 2 final products are
7.26 and 7.45 time units respectively, which means
that the finite buffer capacities used in the previous

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

40

40

40

40

40

7.78
7.975
38.56
62.7
51.38
25.08
37.61
51.38
17.55
16.3
6
2
1
1
6
1
1

7.61
7.8

7.26
7.45

6.85
7

39.43
64.11
52.53
25.64
38.45
52.53
21.79
14.74

41.28
67.12
55
26.84
40.26
55
22.82
15.44

43.78
71.18
58.33
28.46
42.7
58.33
25.62
15.66

8
2
1
1
6
1
1

12
2
1
1
6
1
1

8
3
2
2
1
3
1

6.56
6.725
45.73
74.36
60.93
29.73
44.6
60.93
26.76
16.54
8
2
1
3
2
2
1

84.85
68.87
64.04
57.41
57.09
82.02
87.46
85.58

83.65
68.91
64.1
58.33
53.53
81.09
87.18
84.62

84.56
75.17
72.48
52.68
54.02
76.85
85.57
84.56

84
71.17
59.07
57.65
58.36
78.65
85.05
81.49

81.41
69.52
62.83
55.39
52.79
76.21
88.1
82.16

3.88
1.25
0.25
0.25
3.25
3.25
0.2

5.02
0.25
0.25
0.52
0.25
0.57
0.21

5.4
1.25
0.25
0.45
2.83
0.58
0.58

5.85
1.49
0.49
0.7
0.63
1.77
0.25

5.4
1.32
0.32
1.16
0.74
0.88
0.25

simulation are very close to optimal for the
parameters of the system used here and other ways
of it’s optimisation should be find (the difference
between the results of the simulation of Fig. 16
and the one with infinite internal buffers is about
5%). In this simulation, in parallel machines
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Fig. 20. Progress of the mean production cycle time of the overall system in relation with the described system changes.

module machine M7 produces 17 parts while M8
the remaining 23. Another interesting point is the
maximum numbers of in-process parts found
concurrently in the internal buffers during the
simulation. This is 12 parts in buffer 3, 2 in buffer
4, 1 in buffer 5, 1 in buffer 6, 6 in buffer 7, 1 in
buffer 8 and 1 in buffer 9 respectively. This shows
that only for buffer 3 a further increase of capacity
is useful. Buffer levels during infinite capacities
simulation are shown in Fig. 17 that follows.
During the simulations it has been observed that
machine M2 is in an important way responsible for
the delay of the whole system. This happens
because M2 is much slower than M1, and this has a
negative impact in the final assembly that takes
place in M6, as parts from both machines participate in this assembly. To improve the state of the
system, a reduction of the production time of
machine M2 from 5 to 4 time units is attempted
(The main goal of this simulation is to show that
the reduction of the duration of a process has an
impact in the whole system’s performance, especially in the case of a machine that is much slower
than neighboring. Internal buffers are again finite
and their capacities are the same as in the penultimate simulation). This can be achieved by alterations on the machines’ production features and
tools used or even by replacement of the machines
if this is necessary. After this change, simulation is
completed in 725 steps and the total time needed to
produce the products is reduced to 281 time units

from 312 before. Mean production times are now
6.85 time units for type 1 and approximately 7 time
units for type 2 products and are about 0.8 time
units less than before (almost 11.5 % performance
improvement). The new internal buffer levels are
shown in Fig. 18.
In this simulation, in parallel machines module
machine M7 produces 18 parts while M8 the
remaining 22. The change of process delay has a
strong impact also in the number of parts found in
buffers, as buffers 3 and 8 presented by places p13–
20 and p23–39 respectively are anymore full for time
intervals while buffer p17–33 that in previous simulations had 6–7 parts now has 1 part maximum.
In Fig. 18 it may be observed that after this change
only two buffers reach their capacities during the
simulation. Once again buffer 3 works at capacity
for a significant period of the production time.
Rest buffers never exceed two parts, except buffer
7 that has three parts. The level of buffer 7 has an
important reduction as in the previous simulation
this buffer had six parts at maximum.
To improve further the performance of the system, the components that appear high breakdown
frequency are found and the alteration of this
negative behaviour is attempted (main objective of
this simulation is to show that high breakdown
frequency of some machines has a signiﬁcant
negative impact in the whole system’s performance). It must be pointed that not all the alterations of this type will have equally positive effects,
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so trial and error must be used to have satisfying
results. The tried alterations must also be technically realizable. The simulation is repeated with
alteration of the mean value of breakdown
appearances at machine M5 from 2 to 4 time units.
The buffer levels for this simulation are presented
in Fig. 19.
In this case the simulation is terminated after 719
steps and has a total duration of 269 time units. The
mean production times for parts of type 1and 2 are
6.56 and 6.725 time units respectively. This means
that there is a reduction of the mean production
times about 4–4.5% in comparison with the previous simulation. Fig. 19 shows that only buffer 3
and 6 are full during the operational time of the
system. In this simulation, in parallel machines
module machine M7 produces 18 parts while M8
the remaining 22. This process may be repeated
(trial and error) until all buffers work at their
capacities and the optimal resources utilization is
possible. Table 4 shows the progress of a number
of quantities (machine’s operational times, mean
number of parts in internal buffers, machine’s
operating times, maximum number of parts concurrently in buffers etc.) while Fig. 20 summarizes
the results obtained during the different simulations, with respect to the changes performed in
net’s characteristics. From Table 4 it is obvious
that the changes performed do not only reduce the
mean production times, but also have positive
consequences in other system parameters like %
operating times that have an increase about 15–
20% between first and last simulation. Also, buffer
3 has the highest mean number of parts in comparison with all other buffers, which means that in
this part of the net additive changes may lead to
significant improvement of system’s performance.

4.2. Discussion
The same analysis may be used in cases of production systems where parts are not available in
the beginning of the process but they enter the
system according to a given distribution. In such
cases the minimization of WIP and cycle time are
the main objectives and are implemented through
the use of appropriate controllers that follow
predetermined control strategies based on data
received by sensors (Tsourveloudis et al., 2000).
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5. Conclusions
Modular PNs have been used for modeling, analysis and synthesis of random topology dedicated
production networks. The approach may be
applied to any conﬁguration DEDS, with the
advantage that analysis and synthesis is accomplished in terms of analysis and synthesis of the
four derived PN modules. The calculation of
the overall PN system nodes and the derivation of
the PN model invariants are done in general
without considering a speciﬁc topology system.
Compared to other PN based approaches the
proposed one is rather complete and general covering the aspects of system decomposition/composition, constraint satisfaction, complexity and
performance evaluation with minimum initial
assumptions and regardless of system topology.
After extensive simulations and after evaluating
the results, it has been observed that although the
presented methodology is drastically different
compared to the fuzzy logic controller presented in
Tsourveloudis et al. (2000) and Ioannidis et al.
(2002), the results encourage us to try to connect
the two approaches: minimization of WIP leads to
specific buffer levels, a phenomenon also captured
by the derived modular PN system model. The
same holds when considering machine blocking
and/or starvation. This postulated observation is
an additional justification of the generality and
applicability of the proposed method.
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Notes
1. The terms production and manufacturing systems are
used interchangeably from now on.
2. The terms system and network will be used interchangeably.

Modular Petri Net based modeling, analysis, synthesis and performance evaluation
3. The terms production line and transfer chain will be
used interchangeably from now on.
4. Although beyond the scope of this paper, it is stated
that we are currently working in integrating both
methodologies, where the PN model based simulations will serve as ‘‘learning’’ to tune and modify the
distributed fuzzy logic controller membership functions. When this is the case, system constraints are
reflected in the PN model P-invariants. The PN
model is basically the ‘‘graphical tool’’ while the
fuzzy logic controllers provide the mathematical
background.
5. Although the importance of such equipment is high,
it does not consist the main objective of this work. It
is assumed, that the time spent for transfer of products between machines is negligible compared to the
time spent for processes and also in any moment such
facilities are available to perform transferring operations with minimum delay.
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